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  Million!!!!	
  
I approached Michele Frew as I found, as a teacher of fourth graders, that
there was a lack of study skills and good learning practice incorporated into
the curriculum. Whilst some teachers would incorporate these skills as” par
for the course” many had not had further training in the specifics of the
process.
I chose her because of her excellent track record and her dedication to
making a difference in children’s learning.
Her work ethic, manner and thirst for new ideas while not throwing away
winning practices is a recipe for success!
She solved the problem by offering a unique approach going the extra mile
knowing what the expectations were for the grade and incorporating varied
tools such as emotional awareness, thinking styles thinking strategies and
study strategies using content appropriate to the subject and age group.
I love her approach especially as she always has the children’s best interest
at heart thus using all the tools at her disposal to achieve successful results –
which she does. The result is -enthusiastic excited children who are excited
about learning. They feel success on numerous levels. Her mild firm manner
and a sense of competence adds to the positive mix.
The experience was so successful that some children went on to request
private tuition and more importantly children went away with life skills and a
sense of confidence in their own well being and competence. Teachers went
away with the skills to impart in their own classes for the future.
I would highly recommend Michele Frew to parents and teachers who would
want children to have an advantage to learning, that is not available in the
curriculum, but that has a huge impact on the learning for school purposes
further study and life!
Kerry-Lee Mays
Teacher: Marist Brothers Linmeyer, South Africa.

